Up to now, only limited research has been conducted on crossmodal retrieval of suitable music for a specified video or vice versa. Moreover, much of the existing research relies on metadata such as keywords, tags, or description that must be individually produced and attached posterior. This paper introduces a new content-based, cross-modal retrieval method for video and music that is implemented through deep neural networks. We train the network via inter-modal ranking loss such that videos and music with similar semantics end up close together in the embedding space. However, if only the inter-modal ranking constraint is used for embedding, modality-specific characteristics can be lost. To address this problem, we propose a novel soft intra-modal structure loss that leverages the relative distance relationship between intra-modal samples before embedding. We also introduce reasonable quantitative and qualitative experimental protocols to solve the lack of standard protocols for less-mature video-music related tasks. All the datasets and source code can be found in our online repository (https://github.com/csehong/VM-NET).
INTRODUCTION
Music, images, and videos are widely used in everyday life and as a result, various studies on these fields have been actively conducted over recent decades [3, 14, 21, 27, 28] . However, to date, the relation Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. ICMR '18, June [11] [12] [13] [14] 2018 Unlike existing methods use metadata (e.g., keywords, mood tags, and description), our model only uses image frames for the video part and audio signals for the music part.
between music and visual modalities (e.g., image or video) has not been adequately investigated. Some pioneering approaches that have explored the relation between music and visual modalities have been developed [2, 4, 5, 25, 40] . However, these techniques mainly use metadata, which is separately attached to each individual item, rather than content-based information that can be derived directly from the music or visual data itself. We argue that content-based approaches are more appropriate than metadata-based approaches for several reasons. First, metadatabased systems require writing the meta-information for each data item individually, and this can be impractical for large-scale datasets. Moreover, in this situation, as mentioned in [34] , unpopular multimedia items can be neglected because their meta-information is scarce or difficult to obtain. Second, metadata-based approaches often rely on a hard-coded mapping function that links concepts from a visual modality to music templates, and this imposes limitations on their various applications.
In this study, we undertook the task of finding music that suits a given video and vice versa using a content-based approach as shown in Fig. 1 . The main challenge in this task is to design a cross-modal model that has no requirements for metadata and, additionally, has no hard-coded mapping functions. The second, practical challenge is the difficulty of obtaining well-matched video-music pairs that are essential for data-driven learning such as deep learning. The matching criteria between video and music are more ambiguous than that of other cross-modal tasks such as image-to-text retrieval.
Our key insight is that if the large-scale video-music pair dataset is obtainable, then the relationship between video and music can be learned through deep neural networks. To obtain video-music pairs, we leverage a huge amount of music videos by treating each audio and visual signal from the same music video as a ground truth pair. Concretely, the contributions of this study are three-fold: 1) Content-based, cross-modal embedding network. We introduce VM-NET, two-branch neural network that infers the latent alignment between videos and music tracks using only their contents. We train the network via inter-modal ranking loss, such that videos and music with similar semantics end up close together in the embedding space. However, if only the inter-modal ranking constraint for embedding is considered, modality-specific characteristics (e.g., rhythm or tempo for music and texture or color for image) may be lost. To solve this problem, we devise a novel soft intra-modal structure constraint that takes advantage of the relative distance relationship of samples within each modality.
2) Large-scale video-music pair dataset. Owing to the lack of video-music pair datasets, we have compiled a large-scale benchmark called Hong & Im Music-Video 200K (HIMV-200K) composed of 200,500 video-music pairs. While most previous studies have used only official music videos, which limit the musical style or amount of data, our HIMV-200K includes official music videos, parody music videos, and user-generated videos.
3) Reasonable experimental protocols. Existing video-music related approaches have few standard protocols for evaluation, and even most of them mainly performed subjective user evaluation. For quantitative evaluation, we use Recall@K, which can give a baseline for subsequent CBVMR studies. We also suggest and conduct a reasonable subjective test that examines user preferences for videos that suit given music and, vice versa. Finally, we present a qualitative investigation of the retrieval results using our model.
RELATED WORK 2.1 Video-Music Related Tasks
For music genre classification, Libeks et al [22] proposed a framework that use promotional photos of artists as well as album covers. They predict music genre tags based on content-based image analysis using color and texture features. A set of color features and affective features extracted from music videos has also been proposed for music genre classification [30] . To capture different types of features, they use various psychological or perceptive models.
To match videos and music, Chao et al. [5] introduced a technique to recommend suitable music for photo albums. They utilized a cross-modal graph in which synsets of mood tags obtained from images and music are used as vertices, and relations between synsets are expressed as edges. Recently, Sasaki et al. [29] proposed a onedirectional video-to-music recommendation by using the valence arousal plane. The approach most closely related to our study is that proposed by Wu et al. [40] . To connect music and images, the authors used text from lyrics as a go-between media (i.e., metadata) and applied canonical correlation analysis [32] .
Overall, most of the existing methods use metadata (e.g., keywords, mood tags, and associated description) [23, 31, 40] to associate music with visual modalities. In contrast to these approaches, we directly connect items from the music and visual modalities using only the contents of each modality.
Two-branch Neural Networks
Over the past decade, deep neural networks have shown promising results over various fields [12, 13] . From the viewpoint of architecture, our approach is similar to the existing two-branch neural networks for image-text related tasks. In this section, we discuss the similarities and differences between our method and conventional approaches.
Most studies investigating cross-modal matching have been carried out on MSCOCO [24] and Flickr30K [41] in which each image in the datasets is described independently by five captions. Early works based on two-branch neural networks have involved WS-ABIE [39] and DeVISE [7] . They learn linear transformations of features from visual and textual modalities to the shared embedding space using a single-directional ranking loss. To better understand the relationship between visual and textual modalities, a few other works have proposed a bidirectional ranking loss [16, 17, 20] .
In considering the intra-modal structure, image-text embedding networks [35] and similarity networks [36] are most related to our method. They propose a structure-preserving constraint that uses ground truth pair information within individual modality resulting in an embedding space where the five captions corresponding to a particular image are close together. However, our approach does not use pair information within individual modality, which can be applied in more general situations.
In addition to the techniques employed for image-text matching, some works based on the two-branch neural network for music and visual modalities have also been proposed. Among them, the work by Acar et al. [2] is closely related to our approach. They presented a framework for the affective labeling of music videos in which higher-level representations are learned from low-level audio-visual features using a convolutional neural network (CNN). However, unlike our model, they use deep architecture only as a mid-level feature extractor for music and images and do not learn inter-modal relationships.
THE PROPOSED METHOD
Our goal is to design a model that infers the latent alignment between video and music as shown in Fig. 2 , enabling the retrieval of music that suits a given video and vice versa.
Music Feature Extraction
We first decompose an audio signal into harmonic and percussive components. We then slice the components into shorter segments called local frames (or windowed excerpts) and extract multiple features from each component of each frame.
Frame-level features. (1) Spectral features: We first apply the fast Fourier transform and the discrete wavelet transform to the windowed signal in each local frame. From the magnitude spectral results, we compute summary features including the spectral centroid, the spectral bandwidth, the spectral rolloff, and the polynomial features of a spectrogram [8] .
(2) Mel-scale features: We also compute the Mel-scale spectrogram of each frame as well as the Mel-frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). Further, to capture variations of timbre over time, we also use delta-MFCC features.
(3) Chroma features: While Mel-scaled representations efficiently capture timbre, they provide poor resolution of pitches and pitch classes. To rectify this issue, we use chroma short-time Fourier transform [18] as well as chroma energy normalized [26] . (4) Etc.: We use the number of time domain zero-crossings as an audio feature in order to detect the amount of noise in the audio signal.
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We also use the root-mean-square energy for each frame. Table 1 summarizes the audio features utilized in our approach.
Music-level features. For each frame-level feature, we calculate three music-level features that capture properties of the entire music signal. In particular, we calculate first-and second-order statistics of each frame-level feature as well as maximum top K ordinal statistics, which provide vectors consisting of the K largest values for each dimension of frame-level features. Finally, all the calculated features are concatenated.
Video Feature Extraction
Frame-level features. Because our proposed HIMV-200K dataset contains a large number of videos, it is impractical to train the deep network from scratch. Instead, following the work in [1] , we extract frame-level features from the individual frames using an Inception network [33] trained on the large-scale ImageNet dataset [6] . We then apply a whitened principal component analysis (WPCA) so that the normalized features are approximately multivariate Gaussian with zero mean and identity covariance.
Video-level features. Once frame-level features are obtained, we apply feature aggregation techniques and then perform concatenation as in the process of obtaining the music-level features. We then apply a global normalization process, which subtracts the mean of vectors from all the features, and we apply principal component analysis (PCA) [15] . Finally, we perform L2 normalization to obtain video-level features. 
Multimodal Embedding
Inter-modal ranking constraint. The music and video features obtained via the processes in Sec. 3.1 and Sec. 3.2 are fed into a two-branch neural network. For cross-modal matching, we wish to ensure that a video is closer to suitable music than unsuitable music, and vice versa. Inspired by the triplet ranking loss [38] , we used the inter-modal ranking constraint in which similar crossmodal input items are mapped to nearby feature vectors in the multimodal embedding space. Assume triplets of items consisting of an arbitrary anchor, a positive cross-modal sample that is a ground truth pair item separated from the same music video, and a negative sample that is not paired with the anchor as shown in Fig. 3 (a) . The purpose of the inter-modal ranking constraint is to minimize the distance between an anchor and a positive sample while maximizing the distance between an anchor and a negative sample in the multimodal embedding space.
In the triplet selection process, calculating the loss for all possible triplets requires a considerable amount of computation. Therefore, in our experiments, we select top Q most violated cross-modal matches in each mini-batch.
Soft intra-modal structure constraint. If we only use the inter-modal ranking constraint for training the whole embedding network, modality-specific characteristics can be lost as can be seen from the bottom left of Fig. 3 (b) . Here, the modality-specific characteristics can include rhythm, tempo, or timbre in music, and brightness, color, or texture in videos. To solve the problem of collapsing the structure within each modality, we devised a novel soft intra-modal structure loss.
Suppose that three intra-modal features are extracted from different music videos using the process described in Sec. 3.1 or Sec. 3.2. As these features have not yet been fed into the embedding network, they can maintain modality-specific characteristics. In Fig. 3 (b) , from the perspective of video, blue is more similar to purple than green. From the perspective of music, blue is more similar to sky blue than yellow. By leveraging this relative distance relationship to remain in the embedding space, we can preserve modality-specific characteristics even after the embedding process. The expression after learning Multimodal embedding space (a) Embedding with inter-modal ranking constraint. Videos and music with similar semantics are close together in embedding space.
Multimodal embedding space
Video space
Music space after learning (b) Embedding with (right) and without (left) soft intra-modal structure constraint. If only inter-modal ranking constraint is used for embedding, the modality-specific characteristics can be lost. By leveraging the relative distance relationship between intra-modal samples to be maintained in the embedding space, we can maintain the modality-specific characteristics in the embedding space. Figure 3 : Two constraints for multimodal embedding. Identical shapes signify feature vectors obtained from the same modality. The same color means that they come from the same music video. Shapes with dotted outlines represent intra-modal samples before embedding.
of our proposed soft intra-modal ranking constraint for a given situation of visual input is as follows:
where v i , v j , v k are the video features in multimodal space from the i-th, j-th, and k-th music videos, respectively. v i , v j , v k are also the video features from the i-th, j-th, and k-th music videos, but they have not yet passed through the embedding network. Unlike the conventional image-text embedding approaches [35, 36] that leverage five captions corresponding to one image (relatively hard structure or relationship), the relative distance relationship between samples is a soft relationship; thus, we do not use the margin constant when defining the soft intra-modal structure constraint. Embedding network loss. Finally, we can combine the intermodal ranking constraint with our proposed soft intra-modal structure constraint to construct an unified embedding network. Given a mini-batch of N music videos, we can obtain N pairs of embedded features of the form (v i , m i ), where i ranges over the mini-batch. Here, v i and m i are the features from the video and music of the i-th music video, after passing through the two-stream embedding network. In this scenario, for the inter-modal ranking constraint, we can build two types of triplets (v i , m i , m j ) and (m i , v i , v j ), where i j are two different indices of music videos. For the soft intramodal structure constraint, we used two types of triplets (v i , v j , v k ) and (m i , m j , m k ), where i j k are three different indices of music videos. Taking into consideration all these triplets, we set the network loss as
Here, λ 1 and, λ 2 balance the impact of inter-modal ranking loss from video-to-music and music-to-video matching. Recall that both video and music features are L2 normalized; therefore, as a distance measure, we use the negative value of the dot product between the video feature and the music feature. The impact of soft intra-modal structure loss within each modality was balanced by λ 3 and, λ 4 , respectively. The function C(·) in Eq. 2 is defined as follows:
where x i , x j , and x k are the trainable features in multimodal space and x i , x j , and x k are intra-modal features before passing through the embedding network. siдn(x) is a function that returns one if x is a positive value, zero if x is equal to zero, and −1 if x is a negative value. As we mentioned, the intra-modal structure is not rigid (or hard); thus, instead of using real distance values, we apply the siдn function when converting the intra-modal structure constraints to our training objective (i.e., loss function).
IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 4.1 Construction of the Dataset
The practical challenge of CBVMR using data-driven learning such as deep learning is the difficulty of obtaining well-matched video-music pairs. Until now, public datasets consisting of music and visual modality (e.g., images or videos) have been rare. Hence, we compiled a Hong & Im Music-Video 200K (HIMV-200K) benchmark dataset, composed of 200,500 video-music. We obtained these video-music pairs from the YouTube-8M, a large-scale labeled video dataset that consists of millions of YouTube video IDs and associated labels [1] . Once all videos with a "music video" label were downloaded, they were separated into video and audio components. As a result, we obtained 205,000 video-music pairs, and the sets for training, validation, and test comprised 200K, 4K, and 1K pairs, respectively.
Network Structure
The details of our two-branch embedding network is as follows.
Given that high-level video features are extracted from the pretrained CNN, we stacked only two FC layers with 2048 and 512 nodes for the video branch. On the other hand, after high-level music features are obtained from various low-level audio features, we stacked three FC layers with 2048, 1024, and 512 nodes. Finally, Poster Paper Session ICMR'18, June 11-14, 2018, Yokohama, Japan to solve the scale imbalance between music and image features, we apply batch normalization before the embedding loss layer in both video and audio part. Our approach used the ADAM optimizer [19] with learning rate 0.0003, and a dropout scheme with probability 0.9 is used. We selected a mini-batch size for training of 2,000 video-music pairs.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The Recall@K Metric
The protocol. Conventional video-music related approaches has few standard protocols for evaluation, and even most of them mainly performed subjective user evaluation. To address this issue we apply Recall@K, a standard protocol for cross-modal retrieval, especially in image-text retrieval [16, 35] to our CBVMR task. For a given value of K, it measures the percentage of queries in a test set for which at least one correct ground truth match was ranked among the top K matches. For example, if we consider video queries that request suitable music, then Recall@10 tells us the percentage of video queries for which the top ten results include a ground truth music match. To our knowledge, our study is the only work using Recall@K to quantitatively evaluate the performance of bidirectional video-music retrieval. Key factors. Motivated by [16, 35, 36] , we used a test set of 1,000 videos and their corresponding music tracks. Several key factors affected the performance of our model under the Recall@K protocol as shown in Table 2 . As a baseline, we provide the expected value for Recall@K using random retrieval from 1,000 video-music pairs. All experimental results in this table were obtained from our model using only inter-modal ranking loss (i.e., λ 3 and λ 4 were set to zero)
The first section of the table shows the influence of the constraint weights. It is apparent that the performance can be generally improved by relatively giving more weight to λ 1 than λ 2 . However, empirically, we confirmed that setting λ 1 to five or more does not improve Recall@K.
We also analyzed the results by changing the number of layers in the music and video branches of the embedding network. Using only one layer for each modality resulted in low performance, and it can be inferred that a deeper network is needed to generate an effective embedding. As the number of layers increases, the performance tends to be higher. We also confirmed that when the number of layers for the video part is more than three, the network weights do not converge in training. This appears to be due to degradation that often occurs in deep networks, as mentioned in [11] .
Finally, we also analyzed the results by changing the number of top violations, Q (see Sec. 3.3). From the table, it is clear that there is a tendency for the performance to increase as Q increases. In particular, the use of top 1000 violations results in a high retrieval rate of 9.1% in the music-to-video task. We also performed experiments on the entire training mini-batch (i.e., K=2000) but could not confirm any additional performance improvements.
Comparison with other methods. Table 3 presents the comparisons of our VM-NET with previous work. As a baseline, we present the result from linear models such as PCA [15] and techniques based on partial least squares (PLS) [37] . We also present the result of canonical correlation analysis (CCA) [10] , which finds linear projections that maximize the correlation between projected vectors from the two modalities. To fairly compare the conventional linear models to our own using bidirectional loss (i.e., inter-modal ranking loss), we evaluated the performance of our model without ReLU nonlinearities. We also present the results of our linear model using one-directional loss (i.e., λ 1 , λ 3 , and λ 4 were set to zero), and our model is very similar to the WSABIE image-text model [39] . Inspired by a technique [27] that applied the domain-adversarial neural network (DANN) [9] to image-text retrieval, we also applied DANN to our model.
From the experiment, it is clear that obtaining a good retrieval performance with conventional linear models is difficult. In nonlinear models, using bidirectional constraints instead of one-directional constraints improves the retrieval results by 2-3% for R@1 and by a larger amount for the R@10 and R@25 protocols.
As the matching criteria between video and music are ambiguous than that of other cross-modal tasks such as image-to-text retrieval, the result of R@10 and R@25 may be more appropriate evaluation criteria than that of R@1 in CBVMR tasks. It is apparent from Table 3 that using both inter-modal and intra-modal loss results in a significant performance improvement over using only intermodal loss, especially in the performance of R@10 and R@25. This result suggests that the proposed soft intra-modal structure that preserves modality-specific characteristics is helpful for inferring the latent alignment between videos and music tracks.
A Human Preference Test
Applying Recall@K to the relatively subjective cross-modal video-music retrieval is one way to evaluate performance, but it might not be the most appropriate protocol. Therefore, we suggest and conduct a reasonable subjective evaluation protocol using humans.
Outline. We developed a web-based application in which test subjects were asked to pick one of two cross-modal items that the user thought was the best match to a given query. Fig. 4 shows the overall flow diagram of the human preference test for video-tomusic and music-to-video selection.
Selection pairs. To analyze the users' subjectivity in detail, we used three different types of answer pairs. In some queries, the user was required to choose between a ground truth match and a randomly chosen match (G-R). Other queries required a choice between a ground truth match and a search match (G-S); still other queries had a choice between a search match and a random match (S-R). Here, "ground truth" indicates the cross-modal item extracted from the music video from which the query item was also extracted; "random" means a randomly selected item; and "search" indicates the closest cross-modal item to the query in the embedding space of our VM-NET model.
Analysis. Table 4 presents the results of the preference test, where each row (such as G>R) indicates the percent of answers where the subject preferred one match to another (such as preferring ground truth over random). Note that the human subjects' preference for G>R is over 80%, which is much higher than the expected value of a random answer (i.e., 50%). It follows that a human's preference for selecting video and music obtained from the same music video is fairly high, and this supports the validity of using video and music pairs from music videos for learning.
Compared to G>R, G>S shows a clear decrease in human preference. In other words, humans had a very clear preference for ground truth over random matches, but that preference for ground truth decreases when the provided alternative is the search result from our model. This indicates that our model's results are better than the randomly selected results. That is, the retrieved results from our model are similar to ground truth items, which make it difficult for the subjects to choose. We can also see that the preference for S>R is over 70%, which validates the effectiveness of our method in this subjective task. To show the distribution of preferences in each task in more detail, we also present a box plot in Fig. 5 .
To compare the performance with human subjects and the machine (i.e., our model), we also experimented with what the machine preferred between ground truth items (G) and randomly selected items (R). In this experiment, we assumed that the machine always selected the item closer to the query in the embedding space. From Table 4 , interestingly, we can see that the performance of our model in the G>R task is similar to human performance. This suggests a correlation between video and music regardless whether the judgment is by a human or the machine.
A Video-Music Qualitative Experiment
We also investigated the quality of the retrieval results for CBVMR tasks by using a test set comprising 1,000 video-music pairs as Figure 4 : Flowchart of the human preference test. Fifty-three people participated in this test. We gave each subject 120 questions containing 60 video-to-music and 60 music-to-video selection tasks. We sent a unique ID to every subject. When they had access to the address by web browsers on their computers, they performed video-to-music and music-to-video tasks. shown in Fig. 6 . In the figure, pictures with the purple outlines represent the video items. Blue boxes represent music items. Because it is very difficult to express music or video itself only with figures, in both cases, we use just one key frame of the music video to represent its video item or the music item. Although the retrieval task was performed based only on content, we present in the figure a single piece of genre meta-information for each item to better convey the music or video content characteristics. Overall, the figure shows the results of each query in order from best match (on the left) to worst match (on the right). Even with the few examples shown in Fig. 6 , it is clear that the retrieved results accurately reflect characteristics of music or videos. Finally, to demonstrate the flexibility of VM-NET, we performed additional experiments using video and music that had been assigned by YouTube-8M to a general category (e.g., "boxing, " "motorsport, " and "U.S. army") rather than just "music video. " (See Fig. 7.) Once again, the query results appear to be meaningful with respect to aspects such as gender and race of the characters.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced VM-NET, a two-branch deep network that associates videos and music considering inter-and intra-modal relationships. We showed that inter-modal ranking loss widely used in other cross-modal matching is effective for the CBVMR task. We also demonstrated that our newly proposed soft intra-modal structure preserving modality-specific characteristics significantly improves performance. In the CBVMR task measured by Recall@K, our model outperformed conventional cross-modal approaches and this can be a quantitative baseline for subsequent CBVMR studies. To evaluate how well our model relates the two cross-modal sources qualitatively, we also conducted a novel reasonable evaluation with human subjects. Finally, the quality of the bidirectional CBVMR results suggests that the genre of music or gender or nationality of the singer can be learned by our model.
